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Collecting Movie Posters
The fun, engaging program that will help your child master the
addition facts once and for all--without spending hours and hours
drilling flash cards!

Mathematics for Carpentry and the Construction Trades
A sharp mind, like a healthy body, is subject to the same ruleof
nature: Use it or lose it Need a calculator just to work out a 15
percent service charge?Not exactly sure how to get the calculator to
give you the figureyou need? Turn to this revised and updated edition
of All the MathYou'll Ever Need, the friendliest, funniest, and
easiest workoutprogram around. In no time, you'll have total command
of all the powerfulmathematical tools needed to make numbers work for
you. In adollars-and-cents, bottom-line world, where numbers
influenceeverything, none of us can afford to let our math skills
atrophy.This step-by-step personal math trainer: Refreshes practical
math skills for your personal andprofessional needs, with examples
based on everydaysituations. Offers straightforward techniques for
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working with decimals andfractions. Demonstrates simple ways to figure
discounts, calculatemortgage interest rates, and work out time, rate,
and distanceproblems. Contains no complex formulas and no unnecessary
technicalterms.

Imitation and Innovation
In 1577 a Jesuit priest named Matteo Ricci set out from Italy on a
long journey to bring the Christian faith and Western thought to Ming
dynasty China. He spent time in India and Macao before entering China
in 1583 to undertake mission work. Travelling widely, Ricci learned
local languages, mastered Chinese classical script, drew the firstever map of the world in Chinese and acquired a rich appreciation of
the indigenous culture of his hosts. In 1596 Ricci wrote a short book
in Chinese on the art of memory for the governor of Jiangxi province,
who was preparing his three sons for China's demanding civil service
examinations. In it he described a 'memory palace' in which to hold
knowledge such as might help the three brothers and their peers in the
Ming social elite to pass their exams with flying colours. Ricci must
have hoped that, in gratitude to him for instructing them in mnemonic
skills, they would use their newly won prestige to further the cause
of the Catholic Church in China. To capture the complex emotional and
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religious drama of Ricci's life, author Jonathan Spence relates the
missionary's experiences via a series of images. Four of these images
derive from events described in the Bible, the others from Ricci's
book on the art of memory that was circulated among members of the
Ming dynasty elite. A rich and compelling narrative about a remarkable
life, The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci is also a significant work of
global history, juxtaposing the world of Counter-Reformation Europe
with that of Ming China.

Helping Children Learn Mathematics
Get Better Results with high quality content, exercise sets, and stepby-step pedagogy! The Miller/O'Neill/Hyde author team continues to
offer an enlightened approach grounded in the fundamentals of
classroom experience in Basic College Mathematics. The text reflects
the compassion and insight of its experienced author team with
features developed to address the specific needs of developmental
level students. Throughout the text, the authors communicate to
students the very points their instructors are likely to make during
lecture, and this helps to reinforce the concepts and provide
instruction that leads students to mastery and success. Also included
are Problem Recognition Exercises, designed to help students recognize
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which solution strategies are most appropriate for a given exercise.
These types of exercises, along with the number of practice problems
and group activities available, permit instructors to choose from a
wealth of problems, allowing ample opportunity for students to
practice what they learn in lecture to hone their skills. In this way,
the book perfectly complements any learning platform, whether
traditional lecture or distance-learning; its instruction is so
reflective of what comes from lecture, that students will feel as
comfortable outside of class as they do inside class with their
instructor.

Magical Math
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media,
website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with
the bound book. Mathematics for Carpentry and the Construction Trades,
Third Edition, offers a unique approach based on the authors'
experience in building construction and applied education. Loaded with
photographs and detailed drawings, the text illustrates the underlying
mathematics in each step of the building process. The text's problems,
infused with the authors' real industry experience, provide students
with relevant examples of problems they will face in the construction
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and carpentry trades. Problems include step-by-step summary
explanations of their solutions with the necessary steps highlighted
for easy identification. After giving students a solid foundation in
math, the text then leads them through the steps of a construction
project and applying the mathematical skills involved in completing
the project.

Learn Math Fast System
Active Calculus is different from most existing texts in that: the
text is free to read online in .html or via download by users in .pdf
format; in the electronic format, graphics are in full color and there
are live .html links to java applets; the text is open source, so
interested instructor can gain access to the original source files via
GitHub; the style of the text requires students to be active learners
there are very few worked examples in the text, with there instead
being 3-4 activities per section that engage students in connecting
ideas, solving problems, and developing understanding of key calculus
ideas; each section begins with motivating questions, a brief
introduction, and a preview activity; each section concludes (in
.html) with live WeBWorK exercises for immediate feedback, followed by
a few challenging problems.
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Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy
New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone
interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate
control – from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book
that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert
Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the
history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the
philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also
from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum.
Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the
Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action
with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law
15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in
common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting twocolor package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is
conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Parasitic-Aware Optimization of CMOS RF Circuits
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Think Fast with Vedic Math Secrets and Mental Calculation Tricks! When
you read Fast Math, you’ll discover Vedic Math Techniques for
mastering basic functions: Addition Subtraction Multiplication
Division and so much more! With this fascinating guide, you can
quickly and easily determine the square roots of perfect square
numbers – and perform many other feats of mental gymnastics. These
Vedic secrets mean you don’t have to memorize mathematical facts
anymore. By grasping the inner workings of math structures, you can
make sense of all kinds of numbers – without a calculator or a
computer! The written addition most of us learn in school relies on
simple and slow systems like “carry the 1” to get answers. There is an
alternative – Vedic math moves at the speed of thought. Instead of
summing columns and moving from right to left, Vedic math starts on
the left. Add the largest numbers in your head, remember this figure,
sum the smaller numbers – and then just total the figures in your
head! By holding numbers in your head while calculating others, you
strengthen your working/short-term memory. This mental sharpness pays
off in all parts of your life – from remembering names to articulating
your thoughts more clearly.

How Students Learn
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Testing expert W. James Popham cuts through the jargon and the hype to
provide the definitive nuts-and-bolts introduction to formative
assessment, a process with the power to completely transform teaching
and learning. In his inimitable style, Popham explains the research
supporting formative assessment's effectiveness and why familiarity
with this research is the key to preserving both teacher sanity and
district funds. You'll find step-by-step guidance on how to build
frameworks for formative assessment and how to carry out each of the
process's four levels: teachers' instructional adjustments, students'
learning tactic adjustments, a classroom climate shift, and schoolwide
implementation. This book is the place to start for educators
considering formative assessment, curious about why their school
system is embracing formative assessment, or wondering why the
"formative assessments" they're using now aren't producing the desired
results. Here, you'll learn what formative assessment is and isn't,
what it can do and what it can't, and the practical way to reap its
very real rewards: better teaching and better learning.

The 48 Laws of Power
Magical Math shows parents how to engage children in mathematical
thinking through stories, activities, and games, and educates them
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about what an excellent early math education should look like.

The Knot Book
Basic Algebra and Advanced Algebra systematically develop concepts and
tools in algebra that are vital to every mathematician, whether pure
or applied, aspiring or established. Together, the two books give the
reader a global view of algebra and its role in mathematics as a
whole. The presentation includes blocks of problems that introduce
additional topics and applications to science and engineering to guide
further study. Many examples and hundreds of problems are included,
along with a separate 90-page section giving hints or complete
solutions for most of the problems.

How People Learn
Finally! A math book written for normal people who just want to know
how to do basic math! If you're rusty on long division, never got
fractions, unsure about decimals, or want to know the ins and outs of
percents-this is the book for you! Math for the People covers the
topics of basic math occasionally needed for everyday life or work
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tasks: arithmetic, fractions, decimals and percents, along with a
brief explanation of the various number systems. Usable math for the
everyday man and woman. Written in a light, conversational tone that
will engage the average adult reader, Math for the People is designed
as an all-in-one tool-all that's required is a pencil. Portable. No
need for internet access. No bells and whistles. Nothing to intimidate
the person who just wants some quiet time to fulfill what is perhaps a
bucket-list goal: learning to communicate with the world of numbers.
Ample room is provided to work through hundreds of examples, both "YouTry-It" examples inline with the narrative material as well as full
end-of-section exercise sets. Answers to all the problems are
provided. And printed in easy-to-read 12-point type! The author has
taught mathematics in community college and university since 1999.

Addition Facts That Stick
Sport and statistics collide in this collection of articles (from
American Statistical Association publications) on using statistics to
analyze sport. Most of the articles will be accessible to readers with
a general knowledge of statistics. New material from the editors and
other notable contributors introduces each section of the book.
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Math for the People
How Students Learn: Science in the Classroom builds on the discoveries
detailed in the best-selling How People Learn. Now these findings are
presented in a way that teachers can use immediately, to revitalize
their work in the classroom for even greater effectiveness. Organized
for utility, the book explores how the principles of learning can be
applied in science at three levels: elementary, middle, and high
school. Leading educators explain in detail how they developed
successful curricula and teaching approaches, presenting strategies
that serve as models for curriculum development and classroom
instruction. Their recounting of personal teaching experiences lends
strength and warmth to this volume. This book discusses how to build
straightforward science experiments into true understanding of
scientific principles. It also features illustrated suggestions for
classroom activities.

Fast Math: Learn the Secrets of Mental Math
In the arena of Parasitic-Aware Design of CMOS RF Circuits, efforts
are aimed at the realization of true single-chip radios with few, if
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any, off-chip components. Ironically, the on-chip passive components
required for RF integration pose miore serious challenges to SOC
integration than the active CMOS and BJT devices. This is not
surprising since modern digital IC designs are dominated as much, or
more, by interconnectg characteristics than by active device
properties. In any event, the co-integration of active and passive
devices in RFIC design represents a serious design problem and an even
more daunting manufacturing challenge. If conventional mixed-signal
design techniques are employed, parasitics associated with passive
elements (resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers, pads, etc.)
and the package effectively de-tune RF circuits rendering them suboptimal or virtually useless. Hence, dealing with parasitics in an
effective way as part of the design process is an essential emerging
methodology in modern SOC design. The parasitic-aware RF circuit
synthesis techinques described in this book effectively address this
critical problem.

Math, Better Explained
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering
mathematical and conceptual background, deep learning techniques used
in industry, and research perspectives. “Written by three experts in
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the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the
subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla
and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of machine learning that enables
computers to learn from experience and understand the world in terms
of a hierarchy of concepts. Because the computer gathers knowledge
from experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to
formally specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The
hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn complicated
concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these
hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a broad
range of topics in deep learning. The text offers mathematical and
conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in linear algebra,
probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and
machine learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by
practitioners in industry, including deep feedforward networks,
regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional networks,
sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such
applications as natural language processing, speech recognition,
computer vision, online recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and
videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives, covering
such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders,
representation learning, structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo
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methods, the partition function, approximate inference, and deep
generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or
graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and
by software engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their
products or platforms. A website offers supplementary material for
both readers and instructors.

The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci
Volume 3 of the Learn Math Fast System teaches pre-algebra. All
lessons, tests, and worksheets, and answers included.

Basic College Mathematics
After Bart King interviewed hundreds of the wisest guys and smartest
alecks for The Big Book of Boy Stuff, something awesome happened: the
book became a classic! Hailed by critics and kids alike, it has sold
hundreds of thousands of copies, and even won awards. In this updated
and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are
still front and center. Within these pages, boys can find a myriad of
things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. Bart
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King, the veteran of many water balloon wars, taught middle school for
many years. He’s written other cool books, including The Big Book of
Superheroes, The Pocket Guide to Girl Stuff, and The Big Book of Gross
Stuff. Visit his website at www.bartking.net.

Transformative Assessment
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra course, and
was developed to be used flexibly. While the breadth of topics may go
beyond what an instructor would cover, the modular approach and the
richness of content ensures that the book meets the needs of a variety
of programs."--Page 1.

Learn Math Fast System
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine
learning include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix
decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, probability and
statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in disparate
courses, making it hard for data science or computer science students,
or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This selfPage 16/30
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contained textbook bridges the gap between mathematical and machine
learning texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum
of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to derive four central
machine learning methods: linear regression, principal component
analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector machines. For
students and others with a mathematical background, these derivations
provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For those learning
the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition
and practical experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every
chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding.
Programming tutorials are offered on the book's web site.

Learn Math Fast Worksheets Volume 1
Most people view movie posters as an expensive form of expendable
advertising. Others, however, see the posters as valuable art. If you
are in the latter category, this is the work for you. All facets of
collecting movie posters are covered in this guide book. The history
of the movie poster is first presented, including a look at how the
early studios influenced the development of posters. Next is a brief
look at the world of movie art collecting. This is followed by a
reference section that provides comprehensive explanations of the most
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commonly used terms in the field. Getting your collection started is
the next topic, giving novice and more experienced collectors
information on publications and materials available, where to go to
purchase posters, where to go for help and other items. A concluding
section details the proper care and handling of movie art materials,
along with methods for restoration.

College Algebra
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer science
and engineering. It emphasizes mathematical definitions and proofs as
well as applicable methods. Topics include formal logic notation,
proof methods; induction, well-ordering; sets, relations; elementary
graph theory; integer congruences; asymptotic notation and growth of
functions; permutations and combinations, counting principles;
discrete probability. Further selected topics may also be covered,
such as recursive definition and structural induction; state machines
and invariants; recurrences; generating functions.

Anthology of Statistics in Sports
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Ever find yourself struggling to check a bill or tax on a payslip? The
Trachtenberg Speed System provides a course in refining basic
mathematics skills to tackle large sums before simplifying to increase
concentration and ability in day-to-day arithmetic. The Trachtenberg
system has been described as the 'shorthand of mathematics' and only
requires the ability to count from one to eleven. Using a series of
simplified keys, it allows anyone to master numbers and calculations
giving greater speed, ease in handling numbers and increasing
accuracy. Jakow Trachtenberg believed that everyone is born with
phenomenal abilities to calculate. He devised a set of rules that
allows every child to make multiplication, division, addition,
subtraction and square-root calculations with unerring accuracy and at
remarkable speed. A perfect entry into gaining confidence with
numbers.

Deep Learning
Volume 6 of the Learn Math Fast System teaches concepts typically
taught in Algebra 2.

Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
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Volume 7 of the Learn Math Fast System covers all the major topics of
High School Geometry included Proofs, Theorems, Postulates, Sine,
Cosine, Tangent, plus the interior and exterior angles of polygons and
circles. Purchase the Smart Cards separately for more help.

Active Calculus
Math, Better Explained is an intuitive guide to the math fundamentals.
Learn math the way your teachers always wanted.

Mathematics for Computer Science
Volume III of the Learn Math Fast System teaches Pre-algebra in just a
few months. The older you are the faster you'll learn. Topics include
Order of Operations, Solving for x, Solving for x in Terms of Y,
Ratios, Proportions, Combining Like Terms, Exponents, Square Root,
Distributive Property, Slopes, Graphing, Y-Intercept, Linear
Equations. The Learn Math Fast System is being used in all 50 States
and a dozen other countries with TREMENDOUS success! Read the reviews
it's the one math program that REALLY WORKS! Everything is included;
lessons, worksheets, tests, and answers.
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Middle School Matters
RightStart Mathematics is a comprehensive math program for children
that is easy to teach and provides the foundation for everyday life,
for advanced math, and for science in our technological world. The
research-based elementary and intermediate RightStart Mathematics
program is easy to use: the lessons tell you what to teach, and how
and why, day by day and year by year. This unique program uses
visualization of quantities, de-emphasizes counting, and provides
visual strategies (mental pictures) for memorizing the facts.
Understanding is emphasized. Math needs to be taught so 95 percent is
understood and only 5 percent memorized. When children don't
understand, they memorize until the burden becomes too great and then
they give up. When children understand, they need less time in review
and practice.

Mathematics for Machine Learning
A step-by-step program that shows parents, simply and clearly, how to
teach their child to read in just 20 minutes a day.
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Basic Algebra
A counselor and popular Washington Post contributor offers a new take
on grades 6-8 as a distinct developmental phase--and the perfect time
to set up kids to thrive. Middle school is its own important, distinct
territory, and yet it's either written off as an uncomfortable rite of
passage or lumped in with other developmental phases. Based on her
many years working in schools, professional counselor Phyllis Fagell
sees these years instead as a critical stage that parents can't afford
to ignore (and though "middle school" includes different grades in
various regions, Fagell maintains that the ages make more of a
difference than the setting). Though the transition from childhood to
adolescence can be tough for kids, this time of rapid physical,
intellectual, moral, social, and emotional change is a unique
opportunity to proactively build character and confidence. Fagell
helps parents use the middle school years as a low-stakes training
ground to teach kids the key skills they'll need to thrive now and in
the future, including making good friend choices, negotiating
conflict, regulating their own emotions, be their own advocates, and
more. To answer parents' most common questions and struggles with
middle school-aged children, Fagell combines her professional and
personal expertise with stories and advice from prominent
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psychologists, doctors, parents, educators, school professionals, and
middle schoolers themselves.

The Trachtenberg Speed System of Basic Mathematics

Science of the Heart - Exploring the Role of the Heart in
Human Performance

RightStart Mathematics
Knots are familiar objects. We use them to moor our boats, to wrap our
packages, to tie our shoes. Yet the mathematical theory of knots
quickly leads to deep results in topology and geometry. The Knot Book
is an introduction to this rich theory, starting from our familiar
understanding of knots and a bit of college algebra and finishing with
exciting topics of current research. The Knot Book is also about the
excitement of doing mathematics. Colin Adams engages the reader with
fascinating examples, superb figures, and thought-provoking ideas. He
also presents the remarkable applications of knot theory to modern
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chemistry, biology, and physics. This is a compelling book that will
comfortably escort you into the marvelous world of knot theory.
Whether you are a mathematics student, someone working in a related
field, or an amateur mathematician, you will find much of interest in
The Knot Book.

Learn Math Fast System
A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares
for engineering applications, offering a wealth of practical examples.

Learn Math Fast System Volume VI

Learn Math Fast System
Over 150 math worksheets that coincide with the Lessons given in
Volume 1 of the Learn Math Fast System (Lessons are not included in
this book). Worksheet problems include addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. Starts with 2 + 3 and ends with decimal
numbers. Worksheets for US Measurements, rounding, and place value,
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too, including word problems and activities. Every other page is
intentionally left blank for scratch paper and to avoid writing on
both sides of the paper.

Learn Math Fast System Volume 5

The Big Book of Boy Stuff
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has been
expanded to show how the theories and insights from the original book
can translate into actions and practice, now making a real connection
between classroom activities and learning behavior. This edition
includes far-reaching suggestions for research that could increase the
impact that classroom teaching has on actual learning. Like the
original edition, this book offers exciting new research about the
mind and the brain that provides answers to a number of compelling
questions. When do infants begin to learn? How do experts learn and
how is this different from non-experts? What can teachers and schools
do-with curricula, classroom settings, and teaching methods--to help
children learn most effectively? New evidence from many branches of
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science has significantly added to our understanding of what it means
to know, from the neural processes that occur during learning to the
influence of culture on what people see and absorb. How People Learn
examines these findings and their implications for what we teach, how
we teach it, and how we assess what our children learn. The book uses
exemplary teaching to illustrate how approaches based on what we now
know result in in-depth learning. This new knowledge calls into
question concepts and practices firmly entrenched in our current
education system. Topics include: How learning actually changes the
physical structure of the brain. How existing knowledge affects what
people notice and how they learn. What the thought processes of
experts tell us about how to teach. The amazing learning potential of
infants. The relationship of classroom learning and everyday settings
of community and workplace. Learning needs and opportunities for
teachers. A realistic look at the role of technology in education.

All the Math You'll Ever Need
Give math routines a makeover in your classroom and make every minute
count. Captivate your elementary students with these new, innovative,
and ready-to-go mathematics routines! Trusted math expert John J.
SanGiovanni details 20 classroom-proven practice routines to help you
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ignite student engagement, reinforce learning, and prepare students
for the lesson ahead. Each quick and lively activity spurs mathematics
discussion and provides a structure for talking about numbers, number
concepts, and number sense. Designed to jump-start mathematics
reasoning in any elementary classroom, the routines become your go-to
materials for a year’s work of daily plug-and-play short-burst
reasoning and fluency instruction.

Daily Routines to Jump-Start Math Class, Elementary School
Results from national and international assessments indicate that
school children in the United States are not learning mathematics well
enough. Many students cannot correctly apply computational algorithms
to solve problems. Their understanding and use of decimals and
fractions are especially weak. Indeed, helping all children succeed in
mathematics is an imperative national goal. However, for our youth to
succeed, we need to change how weâ€™re teaching this discipline.
Helping Children Learn Mathematics provides comprehensive and reliable
information that will guide efforts to improve school mathematics from
pre--kindergarten through eighth grade. The authors explain the five
strands of mathematical proficiency and discuss the major changes that
need to be made in mathematics instruction, instructional materials,
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assessments, teacher education, and the broader educational system and
answers some of the frequently asked questions when it comes to
mathematics instruction. The book concludes by providing recommended
actions for parents and caregivers, teachers, administrators, and
policy makers, stressing the importance that everyone work together to
ensure a mathematically literate society.
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